Abstract. We show that the theory of De Morgan algebras has a model completion and axiomatise it. Then we prove that it is ℵ 0 -categorical and describe definable and algebraic closures in that theory. We also obtain similar results for Boole-De Morgan algebras.
Introduction
A De Morgan algebra is a structure D := (D; +, ·,¯, 0, 1) where (D; +, ·, 0, 1) is a bounded distributive lattice with a largest element 1 and a smallest element 0 and¯is a unary operation satisfying the following identities:
∀x(x = x) and ∀x, y(x + y =x ·ȳ).
If, in addition, ∀x(x +x = 1) then D is said to be a Boolean algebra.
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It is well known that a Boolean algebra is existentially closed if and only if it is atomless. The theory consisting of the axioms of Boolean algebras and the additional axiom ∀x(x > 0 → ∃y(0 < y < x)) is the model completion of the theory of Boolean algebras and has quantifier elimination [Poi00] . Similarly, a bounded distributive lattice is existentially closed if and only if it is atomless and complemented [Sch79] . The latter means that every element in the lattice has a complement, that is, ∀x∃y(xy = 0 ∧ x + y = 1).
Complements in distributive lattices are unique, hence a bounded complemented distributive lattice is just the underlying lattice of a Boolean algebra. In this paper we give a first-order characterisation of existentially closed De Morgan algebras and thus obtain a model companion of the theory of De Morgan algebras. We also observe that De Morgan algebras satisfy the amalgamation property, hence the aforementioned theory is actually the model completion of the theory of De Morgan algebras and has quantifier elimination. Unlike Boolean algebras, the theory that we obtain for existentially closed De Morgan algebras is somewhat more complicated. In particular we have an axiom scheme stating that certain systems of one-variable equations and inequations have solutions.
Further, we study model theoretic properties of that theory. In particular, we show that is is ℵ 0 -categorical, i.e. has a unique countable model up to isomorphism (which is also the case for atomless Boolean algebras), and describe definable and algebraic closures in existentially closed De Morgan algebras. Actually we prove all those results for Boole-De Morgan algebras first (those are lattices equipped with a Boolean negation and a De Morgan negation, see Section 3) and then translate them to the language of De Morgan algebras. The latter is possible due to the fact that the underlying lattice of an existentially closed De Morgan algebra is complemented.
Note that a Boolean algebra is uniquely determined by its lattice structure. Unlike this, we have a lot of freedom in defining a De Morgan structure on a given distributive lattice. It is this fact that makes the model theoretic treatment of De Morgan algebras significantly harder than that of Boolean algebras. 
Preliminaries
Given a bounded distributive lattice L = (L; +, ·, 0, 1), its dual lattice is the lattice given by the inverse order on L. It is denoted by L op := (L; ·, +, 1, 0) where the sequence of operations suggests that the meet of L is the join of L op and vice versa. The operations on the direct
It can be made into a De Morgan algebra by defining (x, y) = (y, x). Furthermore, every De Morgan algebra can be embedded into such a one. Given an arbitrary De Morgan algebra D = (D; +, ·,¯, 0, 1), the map i :
where D L is the underlying lattice of D.
The following results will be used in our analysis of existentially closed De Morgan algebras.
Theorem 2.1 ([Poi00, Chapter 6]). The theory of atomless Boolean algebras has quantifier elimination and is the model completion of the theory of Boolean algebras.
Theorem 2.2 ([Sch79]
). The theory of bounded, atomless and complemented distributive lattices is the model companion of the theory of bounded distributive lattices.
In fact, the theory of (bounded) distributive lattices has the amalgamation property (see [Grä11] ) and since it is a universal theory, we get the following consequence.
Corollary 2.3. The theory of bounded, atomless and complemented distributive lattices is the model completion of the theory of bounded distributive lattices. It is complete and admits quantifier elimination.
Boole-De Morgan algebras
In this section we introduce Boole-De Morgan algebras and make a few observations about them which will be used later. We refer the reader to [MA14a] for more details. ′ . To prove this notice that
L is a Boole-De Morgan algebra where the Boolean and De Morgan negations are defined as follows:
Moreover, for every Boole-De Morgan algebra B the map
The lattice given in Figure 1 can be made into a Boole-De Morgan algebra by defining a ′ = b,ā = a,b = b. It will be denoted by 4 := ({0, 1, a, b}; +, ·, ′ ,¯, 0, 1). Its subalgebra with domain {0, 1} is denoted by 2.
We proved in [MA14a] that 2 and 4 are subdirectly irreducible and in fact these are the only subdirectly irreducible Boole-De Morgan algebras. In particular, we get the following embedding theorem. 
Existentially closed Boole-De Morgan algebras
Definition 4.1. Let (A; +, ·, ′ ,¯, 0, 1) be a Boole-De Morgan algebra. Define the map
It is evident that * is a lattice automorphism of order 2.
Assume A is a finite Boole-De Morgan algebra with atoms p 1 , . . . , p n . Then * permutes the atoms. Moreover the action of * on A is completely determined by its action on p 1 , . . . , p n . So it can be identified with a permutation σ ∈ S n , that is, p * i = p σ(i) . If we work with more than one structure than we will write σ A for the permutation associated with A. Moreover, σ must have order two, i.e. it is a product of disjoint two-cycles.
In order to characterise existentially closed Boole-De Morgan algebras we will prove that certain systems of equations and inequations always have a solution in such algebras. This will give rise to an Existential Closedness axiom scheme. Then we will show that it is actually equivalent to being existentially closed.
Denote p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) and for a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} consider the formulae
For three sets I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ⊆ {1, . . . , n} we denote
Lemma 4.3. Let A and σ be as above. If ϕ
can have a realisation only if I 2 and I 3 are invariant under σ.
Further, assume there is an element i ∈ ( 
for each integer n > 1, each permutation σ ∈ S n with σ 2 = ε (the identity permutation) and each σ-consistent triple (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) of subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
Remark 4.5. ECBDA stands for Existentially Closed Boole-De Morgan Algebras. We will prove shortly that ECBDA is indeed the theory of those algebras. The above axiom scheme is called Existential Closedness (EC). First, we prove a lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Assume A ⊆ B are finite Boole-De Morgan algebras with atoms p 1 , . . . , p n and q 1 , . . . , q m respectively. If for all σ B -consistent I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ⊆ {1, . . . , m} the formula ϕ m (I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ) (q, x) has a realisation in an extension of B then for all σ A -consistent I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ⊆ {1, . . . , n} the formula ϕ n (I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ) (p, x) has a realisation in an extension of A. Proof. Assume I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ⊆ {1, . . . , n} are σ A -consistent. Clearly each p i is the supremum of several q j 's. For each k = 1, 2, 3 denote
We
Thus, for each k there is s k ∈ I k with σ A (s k ) ∈ I k such that q l ≤ p s k . Then obviously s 1 = s 2 = s 3 =: s. Thus, s, σ A (s) ∈ I 1 ∩ I 2 ∩ I 3 which is a contradiction. Now we show that a solution of ϕ
is also a solution of ϕ n (I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ) (p, x). Indeed, if ϕ m (J 1 ,J 2 ,J 3 ) (q, u) holds for some u in an extension of B then by our definition of J k all equations in the system ϕ n (I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ) (p, x) are satisfied at x = u. We need to prove that the inequations also hold at u. Pick i / ∈ I 1 and assume for contradiction that p i · uū = 0. Then for every q j ≤ p i we must have q j · uū = 0, hence j ∈ J 1 . Therefore there is i j ∈ I 1 such that q j ≤ p i j . Also, i = i j for i / ∈ I 1 . Thus, 0 = p i · p i j ≥ q j which is a contradiction. The other inequations are dealt with similarly.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. Given a Boole-De Morgan algebra A pick p 1 , . . . , p n ∈ A \ {0} such that p * i = p σ(i) , n i=1 p i = 1 and p i · p j = 0 whenever i = j. Take three σ-consistent sets I 1 , I 2 , I 3 . We need to show that in some extension of A the formula ϕ n (I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ) (p, x) has a solution. By the amalgamation property we may assume that A is in fact the Boole-De Morgan algebra generated by p 1 , . . . , p n . In particular, A is finite and p 1 , . . . , p n are its atoms. Case 1. m = 1. In this case p 1 = a, p 2 = b and σ(1) = 2. We have only two possibilities for I 2 and I 3 , either ∅ or {1, 2}. We embed 4 into 4 k diagonally and show that in all cases a solution exists in the latter for some k ≤ 4.
• If I 1 = I 2 = {1, 2}, I 3 = ∅ then x = 0 is a solution in 4.
• If I 1 = {1, 2}, I 2 = I 3 = ∅ then x = (1, 0) is a solution in 4 2 .
• If I 1 = I 3 = {1, 2}, I 2 = ∅ then x = 1 is a solution in 4.
•
2 .
• If I 1 = {2} then a solution can be found as in the previous four cases. 
is finite. Then for every v ∈ B there is u ∈ A such that the map f : A 0 ∪ {v} → A 0 ∪ {u} which fixes A 0 pointwise and maps v to u extends to an isomorphism of A 0 v and A 0 u . Proof. Let p 1 , . . . , p n be the atoms of A 0 and denote σ := σ A 0 . Define
By Lemma 4.3 the triple (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) is σ-consistent. Let u ∈ A be a realisation of the formula ϕ n (I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ) (p, x) . The atoms of the Boole-De Morgan subalgebra of B generated by v, which will be denoted by C, are in the set {vv, vv
In particular, the last four elements can be expressed as joins of two of the first four elements. Hence, if any of the first four elements are non-zero then it is an atom. Also, notice that for any p i
Thus, for any term function g(x) ∈ {xx, xx * , x ′x , x ′ x * , x,x, x ′ , x * } and any p i we have
This shows that the map f fixing each p i and mapping v to u can be extended to a bijection between the atoms of A 0 v and A 0 u respecting the automorphism * . Therefore, f extends to an isomorphism of the underlying Boolean algebras of A 0 v and A 0 u which also respects * and hence the De Morgan negation. So it is actually an isomorphism of Boole-De Morgan algebras. Proof. By Theorem 6.7 every existentially closed Boole-De Morgan algebra is a model of ECBDA. Now let A |= ECBDA. Given a quantifier-free formula η(x 1 , . . . , x n ) with parameters from a finite A 0 ⊆ A and a realisation (v 1 , . . . , v n ) in an extension of A, we repeatedly apply Lemma 4.8 and find u 1 , . . . , u n ∈ A such that A 0 u 1 , . . . , u n ∼ = A 0 v 1 , . . . , v n with an isomorphism sending u i to v i . Then A |= η(u 1 , . . . , u n ). Proof. Theorem 4.9 shows that ECBDA is the model companion of the theory of Boole-De Morgan algebras. Since the latter is a universal theory and has the amalgamation property, the former is actually its model completion and admits quantifier elimination. Furthermore, the two-element Boole-De Morgan algebra 2 embeds into every Boole-De Morgan algebra, hence ECBDA is complete. 
Existentially closed De Morgan algebras
Now we translate the theory ECBDA to the language of De Morgan algebras replacing the Boolean negation by its definition in the language of lattices, that is,
For p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) and for a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} consider the formulaẽ
Further, for I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ⊆ {1, . . . , n} set 
for each integer n > 1, each permutation σ ∈ S n with σ 2 = ε and each σ-consistent triple I = (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) of subsets of {1, . . . , n}. Proof. This follows from the results of the previous two sections.
6. Model theoretic properties 6.1. ℵ 0 -categoricity. The theory of atomless Boolean algebras is ℵ 0 -categorical, that is, it has a unique countable model up to isomorphism. We show now that ECBDA and ECDA have the same property.
Theorem 6.1. ECBDA and ECDA are ℵ 0 -categorical.
Proof. It suffices to prove this for ECBDA. We will use the Ryll-Nardzewski theorem. It is clear that for each n the free n-generated Boole-De Morgan algebra is finite (cf. [MA14a, MA14b] ). So there are finitely many terms t i (x 1 , . . . , x n ), i ∈ I such that for every term t(x 1 , . . . , x n ) there is an i ∈ I with ECBDA |= ∀x 1 , . . . , x n (t(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = t i (x 1 , . . . , x n )).
By quantifier elimination, every formula is a Boolean combination of formulas of the form t 1 = t 2 or t 1 = t 2 where t 1 and t 2 are terms. So the above observation implies that for every n there are finitely many formulas of n variables modulo ECBDA.
The above argument also shows that the theories of atomless Boolean algebras and atomless complemented distributive lattices are ℵ 0 -categorical.
Remark 6.2. It is clear that models of ECDA and ECBDA are atomless. This means that we have infinite linearly ordered sets in all models of these theories. Hence, for each uncountable cardinal κ these theories have 2 κ non-isomorphic models of cardinality κ (see [Mar02, Chapter 5, Thereom 5.3.2]).
is also a union of some Q i 's, therefore so is J ∩ σ B (J). The latter is equal to i∈I Q i ∩ σ B (J) ∪ (J ∩ σ B (J)) = i∈I Q i ∩ σ B (J) ∪J.
This impliesJ = ∅ for i∈I Q i is disjoint fromJ. Now we show that (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) is trivial. Let i ∈ [n].
• • We have i ∈ I 3 iff Q i ⊆ J 3 = J ∪ σ B (J) iff Q i ⊆ J or Q i ⊆ σ B (J). This happens iff i ∈ I or i ∈ σ A (I) and so I 3 = I ∪ σ A (I).
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Assume A ⊆ D is a finite Boole-De Morgan subalgebra with atoms p 1 , . . . , p n . Pick an element v ∈ D \ A and let I 1 , I 2 , I 3 be as above. Then (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) is nontrivial. Let B := A v be the Boole-De Morgan subalgebra of D generated by A ∪ {v} and let q 1 , . . . , q m be the atoms of B. Define J 1 , J 2 , J 3 as in Lemma 6.7. Then (J 1 , J 2 , J 3 ) is nontrivial. By the EC axiom scheme there is an element w ∈ D such that ϕ m (J 1 ,J 2 ,J 3 ) (q, w). By the proof of Lemma 4.7, w also satisfies the formula ϕ n (I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ) (p, x), hence it realises the type tp(v/A). On the other hand w / ∈ A for (J 1 , J 2 , J 3 ) is non-trivial. Thus, tp(v/A) has a realisation w = v. Repeating this procedure, we will find infinitely many realisations of tp(v/A), hence v / ∈ acl(A).
Remark 6.8. The definable and algebraic closures in atomless Boolean algebras and atomless complemented bounded distributive lattices coincide with the Boolean subalgebra generated by the parameter set.
